Dara Rasami – A ‘Foreign’
Princess at The Siamese Royal
Court
Dara Rasami (in Thai: ดารารัศมี, also spelled ‘Rasmi’), born
in 1873, was a Princess of Chiang Mai and a descendent from
the Chet Ton Dynasty. Her parents were King Inthawichayanon
and Queen Thipkraisorn Rajadevi of Chiang Mai. Dara Rasmi Na
Chiang Mai, as she was officially called, became a princess
consort of Siam by marrying King Chulalongkorn (Rama V of
Siam). They had an only daughter called Vimolnaka Nabisi who,
however, died at the young age of only 2 years 8 months.
Later, the Princess was promoted to the rank of High Queen
‘Chao Chom Manda Dara Rasami’.
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portrait in her hometown,
Chiang Mai. Note that she
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made from a Burmese court
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King Chulalongkorn’s marriage to the Princess of Chiang Mai
was mainly a strategic alliance. In the 1860s and 70s Siam
became increasingly concerned that the British might colonize
the Kingdom of Chiang Mai since they had already taken
neighbouring Burma. In addition, there was also a rumour that
Queen Victoria intended to adopt Princess Dara. Hence, the
Siamese court became alarmed that the British wanted to take
over Lanna. Consequently, the King’s brother, Prince Phichit
Prichakorn, was sent to Chiang Mai to forward the King’s
proposal to the princess. In 1886, Dara became a concubine to
the King, entering the Siamese Royal Court.

Dara Rasmi in front of her
dresser, unwinding her
hair. All images courtesy
of the National Archive of
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However, the princess who came from Chiang Mai was not really
accepted at the Grand Palace but rather disparagingly referred
to as a ‘Lao Lady’. She and her retinue were also teased that
they ‘smelled of fermented fish’. Nonetheless, Dara and the
ladies in her entourage were not to be deterred by these
circumstances. In fact, they stuck to their northern style
clothing and long hair. Thus, they did not adapt their
appearance to the fashion of the Siamese court where the
ladies wore short hairstyles at that time.

A princess with ‘exotic
appeal’
and
ethnic
distinction*
As a matter of fact, Dara’s appearance, her way of clothing
and her extremely long hair, differed greatly from that of the
Siamese ladies at the court. Thus, her ‘foreignness’ or
‘exotic appeal’ is strikingly on display in a series of
photographs taken by Erb Bunnag who was also a royal consort.

The Bunnag sisters, royal consorts,
notice that they all wear a short
hairstyle*
Dara is portrayed in front of a dressing table and
mirrors which evoke an atmosphere of intimacy. The viewer gets
the impression that he is in the private sphere of the
princess. It is also interesting to note that Dara’s face is
often reflected in the different mirrors and thus seen from
different angles, a fact that she did not seem to be aware of.
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These photographs stress the ‘foreignness’ of the princess and
point out that she is different and does not really fit into
‘the otherwise ethnically homogenous environment of the
Siamese royal court’ (Leslie Woodhouse). It is primarily her
amazingly long hair that signals Dara’s ethnic distinction
from the Siamese ladies. This fact is particularly on display
in these photos. In a broader sense, this presentation also
indicates what can be considered siwalai (‘civilized’),
adjusted and what not.

Long hair as a signal of
ethnic distinction*
In other words, Dara is presented as feminine, however, her
way of dressing and styling does not seem to be in accordance
with Siamese ‘siwalai’ standards. Thus, it is hinted at her
ethnic inferiority. Nevertheless, she stayed more than two
decades at the court but a few years after King
Chulalongkorn’s death in 1910, Dara asked King Rama VI

for permission to go to Chiang Mai for retirement. Her wish
was granted and she returned to her hometown in 1914 where she
continued her royal duties to the Lanna people. She died at
the age of 60 in 1933.
Here is a video clip summing up the most important stages
in Princess Dara’s life.
Finally, we may say that Princess Dara Rasami can be
considered a ‘foreign’ and ‘other’ concubine at the Siamese
Royal Court. In fact, she had the status of ethnic inferiority
which is also displayed in contemporary photographs.
Yours, Sirinya
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